Development of modulated rf sequences for decoupling and recoupling of nuclear-spin interactions in sample-spinning solid-state NMR: application to chemical-shift anisotropy determination.
An approach to design modulated rf sequences under sample spinning which decouple/recouple a specific nuclear-spin interaction in solid-state NMR is presented. The Euler angles of the spin rotation caused by a general rf field are forced to fulfill the symmetry principle theory for selecting an interaction of interest. Then, modulated rf sequences are directly obtained from the Euler angles with a large degree of freedom. rf sequences with high performance can be selected from them by numerically optimizing rf sequence parameters. As an example of this approach, an amplitude- and phase-modulated rf sequence to recouple chemical-shift anisotropy (CSA) is developed, which is robust with respect to rf inhomogeneity. Two-dimensional (2D) experiments with this rf sequence under on and off magic-angle spinning (MAS) provide one-dimensional and 2D powder patterns, respectively. The latter enables us to determine the CSA principal values more accurately even for overlapped signals in MAS spectra. The effectiveness of this modulated rf sequence is experimentally demonstrated on [(15)N]-N-acetyl-D,L-alanine for determination of the (15)N and (13)CO CSA principal values.